07-08 Toyota Tundra 5.7L, dual-side exit aft-cat system
Fits Double Cab-short bed and all Crew Max models (two and four wheel drive).

5747245 and BX5747245

Parts List and Description
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN

5747145LI
5747145RI
51024812
5747245TD
5747245TE
5747245TF
5747245LT
5747245RT

-left inlet pipe
-right inlet pipe
-muffler
-tailpipe section “D”
-tailpipe section “E”
-tailpipe section “F”
-left tip
-right tip

Note: anti-seize should
be applied to all
fastener threads, pipe
slip joints and mating
surfaces of
ball /socket
connections.

Hardware List
2
5
1
1
3
1
1
1

-2.25˝ band clamps
-2.5˝ band clamps
-left tip bracket
-right tip bracket
-urethane hangers with 1/2˝ holes
-5/16-18 x 1˝ bolt
-5/16-18 flanged nut
-anti-seize compound

Installation instructions:
1.) Raise and support vehicle.
2.) Lubricate all factory rubber hangers and fasteners with penetrating oil.
3.) Detach tailpipe from rear of factory muffler and slip hanger rods on tailpipe out of rubber hangers. Remove tailpipe
from vehicle.
4.) Remove factory rubber hangers from hanger rods attached to muffler inlet pipes.
5.) Remove factory bolts attaching inlet pipe flanges to vehicle converter pipes; retain stock flange gaskets.
6.) Using stock gasket and bolts, attach supplied left muffler inlet pipe to mating flange of driver side converter pipe.
Install factory rubber hanger onto hanger rod welded to pipe.
7.) Using stock gasket and bolts, attach supplied right muffler inlet pipe to mating flange of passenger side converter
pipe. Install factory rubber hanger onto hanger rod welded to pipe.
8.) Place supplied 2.25˝ band clamps over inlets of muffler and install muffler onto inlet pipes with weld seam on
muffler body facing up.
9.) Place one supplied 2.5˝ clamp over inlet of tailpipe section “D” and install pipe onto muffler outlet closest to
drive-shaft. Insert hanger rod welded to pipe into corresponding factory rubber hanger just behind muffler.
Continued on next page…
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Installation instructions continued for 5747245 and BX 5747245:
10.) Place one supplied 2.5˝ clamp over inlet of tailpipe section “E” and install pipe onto outlet of tailpipe section “D”.
11.) Install supplied fabricated hanger bracket, with two attached rods, to bottom of driver side frame rail as shown in
Photo no.1. below. Use the supplied 5/16˝ hardware for attachment; there is an existing hole in frame to use for this
purpose.
12.) Place one supplied 2.5˝ clamp over inlet of left tip assembly (driver side) and install tip onto outlet of tailpipe
section “E”. Connect hanger rod closest to slip-connector to fabricated bracket previously install with one supplied
urethane hanger.
13.) Place one supplied 2.5˝ clamp over inlet of tailpipe section “F” and install pipe onto remaining muffler outlet.
14.) Place remaining 2.5˝ clamp over inlet of right tip assembly and install tip onto outlet of tailpipe section “F”.
15.) At this time, you need to install the supplied fabricated tip hanger brackets under two of the bolts used to mount the
rear bumper support bracket to the frame rails. Remove the bolts closest to the front of the vehicle completely and
loosen the rear bolts only enough to slip the slotted holes in supplied brackets under the bolt heads; reinstall the front
bolts through the holes in brackets. Refer to photo no.2 below for reference.
16.) Align all system components for proper clearances and fit and then tighten all clamps.
NOTE: Best alignment is achieved by using an assistant to hold parts in alignment while the clamps are being
tightened. Tighten all clamps just enough to still allow final adjustment and then check adjustment again
before final tightening of clamps.

photo no.1- bracket attachment

photo no.2- left tip bracket attachment
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